
PE K-6, Week 5 - (Galicia)

The purpose of these acitivities is to continue with the development of physical, mental, emotional skills appropriate to your child's level of readiness. The following activities may be performed as a cluster 
(according to HCPS III).  All of the  cardio, strength & coordination, & healthy lifesyle activities should be studied until you have learned how to perform the exercise correctly at your own pace 
offline.  You may go back to past lessons from previous weeks to review exercises that were already taught.

All acvitivites are OFFLINE for easier access.
Kindergarten-1st Monday 4/27 Tuesday 4/28 Wednesday 4/29 Thursday 4/30 Friday 5/1
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Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 arm circles -
forward & backwards-rest 1 
min.
*make up a dance for the 
“robot dance”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“super hero” box 
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 arm stretches 
above your head-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“basketball dance”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 flamingos both 
legs  -rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“grasshopper (or any other 
insect)”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 picking up 
pinapples-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
““super cardio”(do about 5 
different moves)”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the box"
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"Tricep Curls
warm up-wind mills (bend 
down to touch the opposite 
foot with your hand) -10 
times each hand 
*(use a full water bottle in 
each hand) when doing the 
“tricept curls”-10 times 
each arm
rest 1 min.-repeat

Tricep Curls
warm up-arm circles-20 
times forward & 
backwards-10 times 
*(use a full water bottle in 
each hand) when doing the 
“tricept curls”-10 times 
each arm
rest 1 min.-repeat"

Strength Cards
warm up-20 pick up 
pineapples
rest 1 min.
*do the “reach & squat”  5-
10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box

Strength Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines
rest 1 min.
*do the “leg lifts” 5-10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the box

Strength Cards
warm up-jog in place for 1 
min.
rest 1 min.
*do “push ups" (knees may 
be on the ground) 5-10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the box
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Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 or 
more squares. Do the these 
steps slowly and safely.                                     
* “right facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “left facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “ i-hop scotch ”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ zig zag”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ step-step-out ”
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Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “sun salute” 
stretches while you are 
watching TV.

Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “table Pose-rock 
pose” stretches while you 
are watching TV.

Brain Game-Coin Flip
use any coin & flip it 3 times 
in a row
use the chart to see which 
exercise you will do for 
each of the coin 
combinations

Brain Game-Paper Plate Challenge
use 5 paper plates (or empty boxes) 
& write a number on each one 1-5
*get 5 small pieces of paper & write 
the number 1-5 on each one
*put the pieces of paper in a small 
box                                                   
*take out 1 of the pieces & flip the 
plate with that number over-put the 
same piece of paper back in the box & 
repeat the steps until all of the 
plates are facing all up or all down

Brain Game-Sock Toss 
Challenge
*use a rolled up sock & a paper 
or plastic bag
*put the sock on top of your 
head & jump up
*try to catch the sock with the 
bag      (see how many times 
you can do it in a row)



2nd-3rd Monday 4/27 Tuesday 4/28 Wednesday 4/29 Thursday 4/30 Friday 5/1
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Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 arm circles -
forward & backwards-rest 1 
min.
*make up a dance for the 
“robot dance”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“super hero” box 
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 arm stretches 
above your head-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“basketball dance”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 flamingos both 
legs  -rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
“grasshopper (or any other 
insect)”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the box"

Dance Party Cards
warm up-20 picking up 
pinapples-rest 1 min.
*make up a dance for the 
““super cardio”(do about 5 
different moves)”                                       
*draw a happy emoji in the box"
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Tricep Curls
warm up-wind mills (bend 
down to touch the opposite 
foot with your hand) -20 
times each hand 
*(use a full water bottle in 
each hand) when doing the 
“tricept curls”-10 times 
each arm
rest 1 min.-repeat"

Tricep Curls
warm up-arm circles-20 
times forward & 
backwards-10 times 
*(use a full water bottle in 
each hand) when doing the 
“tricept curls”-10 times 
each arm
rest 1 min.-repeat"

Strength Cards
warm up-20 pick up 
pineapples
rest 1 min.
*(use a full water bottle in 
each hand) when doing the 
“dumbbell squat” (spread 
your legs out & bend down 
holding the bottles until 
your legs make an "L 
shape" then go back up-10-
15 times  
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box

Strength Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines
rest 1 min.
* “burpies” 10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the box

Strength Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines
rest 1 min.
*use a full water bottle in your 
hand) when doing the “plank 
rows” (hold the bottle in 1 
hand) & lift your elbow up 
high then down then up-10 
times each arm 
*draw a happy emoji in the box
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Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 or 
more squares. Do the these 
steps slowly and safely.                                     
* “right facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “left facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “ i-hop scotch ”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ zig zag”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ step-step-out ”
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Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “sun salute” 
stretches while you are 
watching TV.

Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “table Pose-rock 
pose” stretches while you 
are watching TV.

Brain Game-Coin Flip
use any coin & flip it 3 times 
in a row
use the chart to see which 
exercise you will do for 
each of the coin 
combinations

Brain Game-Paper Plate Challenge
use 5 paper plates (or empty boxes) 
& write a number on each one 1-5
*get 5 small pieces of paper & write 
the number 1-5 on each one
*put the pieces of paper in a small 
box                                                   
*take out 1 of the pieces & flip the 
plate with that number over-put the 
same piece of paper back in the box & 
repeat the steps until all of the 
plates are facing all up or all down

Brain Game-Sock Toss 
Challenge
*use a rolled up sock & a paper 
or plastic bag
*put the sock on top of your 
head & jump up
*try to catch the sock with the 
bag      (see how many times 
you can do it in a row)



4th-6th Monday 4/27 Tuesday 4/28 Wednesday 4/29 Thursday 4/30 Friday 5/1
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Crab Walk                                             
*walk on hands & feet facing 
up-15 ft. forward & 
backwards              
-rest 1 min.  & repeat

Dance Like No One is 
Watching                                            
*turn on your favorite 
dance song-3 -4 min.                          
-rest 1 min.  & repeat

Spell Your Full Name                                            
*do a "arm raise jumping 
jack"  (lift up only 1 arm at a 
time in front of your body 
instead of both arms up on 
the sides) for each letter of 
your full name                       
-rest 1 min.  & repeat 

Mountain Climbers                                            
*do  "mountain climbers"  
(hold up your body like planks-
lift 1 leg at a time up to your 
chest then make it straight-20 
times                                                  
-rest 1 min.  & repeat 

Lunges                                           
*do  "lunges"  (step forward or 
backwards with 1 leg & bend 
down until your leg is an "L 
shape" then back up-20 times                                                  
-rest 1 min.  & repeat 
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Plank Arm Raises
“plank arm raises” (lift 1 
arm up at a time above your 
head then lift the other arm 
up)-10 times each arm
rest 1 min.-repeat

Stomach Crunches
 “stomach crunches” (lay 
on your back & lift both 
legs-bent knees until you 
can touch your knees with 
your elbows-20 times
rest 1 min.-repeat"

Strength Cards
warm up-20 pick up 
pineapples
rest 1 min.
*do the “reach & squat”  5-
10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the 
box

Strength Cards
warm up-20 washing 
machines
rest 1 min.
*do the “leg lifts” 5-10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the box

Strength Cards
warm up-jog in place for 1 
min.
rest 1 min.
*do “push ups" (knees may 
be on the ground) 5-10 times 
*draw a happy emoji in the box
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Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 or 
more squares. Do the these 
steps slowly and safely.                                     
* “right facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “left facing side steps” 

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. 
squares on the floor using 
tape) Make a ladder with  5 
or more squares. Do the 
these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     
* “ i-hop scotch ”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ zig zag”

Ladder Steps                                       
(you will need permission to 
make a ladder 8-10 in. squares 
on the floor using tape) Make a 
ladder with  5 or more squares. 
Do the these steps slowly and 
safely.                                     * 
“ step-step-out ”
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Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “sun salute” 
stretches while you are 
watching TV.

Screen Time-Stretch Time 
Do the “table Pose-rock 
pose” stretches while you 
are watching TV.

Brain Game-Coin Flip
use any coin & flip it 3 times 
in a row
use the chart to see which 
exercise you will do for 
each of the coin 
combinations

Brain Game-Paper Plate Challenge
use 5 paper plates (or empty boxes) 
& write a number on each one 1-5
*get 5 small pieces of paper & write 
the number 1-5 on each one
*put the pieces of paper in a small 
box                                                   
*take out 1 of the pieces & flip the 
plate with that number over-put the 
same piece of paper back in the box & 
repeat the steps until all of the 
plates are facing all up or all down

Brain Game-Sock Toss 
Challenge
*use a rolled up sock & a paper 
or plastic bag
*put the sock on top of your 
head & jump up
*try to catch the sock with the 
bag      (see how many times 
you can do it in a row)


